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Lan Shui, conductor
Yefim Bronfman, piano

GIOACHINO ROSSINI
Overture to The Thieving Magpie 9'00

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto No. 4 in G major, Op. 58 34'00
1. Allegro moderato
2. Andante con moto
3. Rondo: Vivace

Intermission 20'00

BÉLA BARTÓK
Piano Concerto No. 2 in G major 28'00
1. Allegro
2. Adagio – Presto – Adagio
3. Allegro molto

Concert duration: 1 hr 45 mins

Go green. Digital programme booklets are available on www.sso.org.sg.
Scan the QR code in the foyer to view a copy.
Since its founding in 1979, the Singapore Symphony Orchestra (SSO) has been Singapore’s flagship orchestra, touching lives through classical music and providing the heartbeat of the cultural scene in the cosmopolitan city-state. In addition to its subscription series concerts, the orchestra is well-loved for its outdoor and community appearances, and its significant role educating the young people of Singapore. The SSO has also earned an international reputation for its orchestral virtuosity, having garnered sterling reviews for its overseas tours and many successful recordings.

The SSO makes its performing home at the 1,800-seat state-of-the-art Esplanade Concert Hall. More intimate works and all outreach and community performances take place at the 673-seat Victoria Concert Hall, the home of the SSO.
The orchestra performs 100 concerts a year, and its versatile repertoire spans all-time favourites and orchestral masterpieces to exciting cutting-edge premieres. Bridging the musical traditions of East and West, Singaporean and Asian musicians and composers are regularly showcased in the concert season. This has been a core of the SSO's programming philosophy from the very beginning under Choo Hoey, who was Music Director from 1979 to 1996.

Since Lan Shui assumed the position of Music Director in 1997, the SSO has performed in Europe, Asia and the United States. In May 2016 the SSO was invited to perform at the Dresden Music Festival and the Prague Spring International Music Festival. This successful five-city tour of Germany and Prague also included the SSO's return to the Berlin Philharmonie after six years. In 2014 the SSO's debut at the 120th BBC Proms in London received critical acclaim in the major UK newspapers The Guardian and Telegraph. The SSO has also performed in China on multiple occasions.

Notable SSO releases under BIS include a Rachmaninov series, a “Seascapes” album, two Debussy discs “La Mer” and “Jeux”, and the first-ever cycle of Tcherepnin’s piano concertos and symphonies. The SSO has also collaborated with such great artists as Lorin Maazel, Charles Dutoit, Gennady Rozhdestvensky, Neeme Järvi, Vladimir Ashkenazy, Diana Damrau, Lang Lang, Yo-Yo Ma, Janine Jansen, Leonidas Kavakos and Gil Shaham.
Lan Shui is renowned for his abilities as an orchestral builder and for his passion in commissioning, premiering and recording new works by leading Asian composers. As Music Director of the Singapore Symphony Orchestra since 1997, American Record Review noted that Shui has “turned a good regional orchestra into a world-class ensemble that plays its heart out at every concert”. Together they have made several acclaimed tours to Europe, Asia and the United States and appeared for the first time at the BBC Proms in September 2014.

Lan Shui held the position of Chief Conductor of the Copenhagen Phil from 2007 to 2015, and from 2016 he became their Conductor Laureate. He recently concluded a four-year period as Artistic Advisor of the National Taiwan Symphony Orchestra. As a guest conductor, Shui has worked with many orchestras. In the United States he has appeared with the Los Angeles Philharmonic, San Francisco Symphony, and Baltimore and Detroit symphony orchestras. In Europe he has performed with Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, hr-Sinfonieorchester, Danish National Symphony Orchestra, Radio-Sinfonieorchester Stuttgart des SWR, Deutsche Radio Philharmonie, Gothenburg Symphony, Tampere Philharmonic and Orchestre National de Lille. In Asia he has conducted the Hong Kong, Malaysian and Japan Philharmonic orchestras and maintains a close relationship with the China Philharmonic and Shanghai Symphony.

Since 1998 Shui has recorded over 20 CDs for BIS – including a Rachmaninov series, a “Seascapes” disc and the first-ever complete cycle of Tcherepnin’s symphonies with the Singapore Symphony Orchestra – and also music by Arnold and Hindemith with the Malmö Symphony Orchestra, which has received two Grammy nominations.

Lan Shui is the recipient of several international awards from the Beijing Arts Festival and the New York Tcherepnin Society, the 37th Besançon Conductors’ Competition in France and Boston University (Distinguished Alumni Award) as well as the Cultural Medallion – Singapore’s highest accolade in the arts. Born in Hangzhou, China, Shui studied composition at the Shanghai Conservatory and graduated from The Beijing Central Conservatory. He continued his graduate studies at Boston University while at the same time working closely with Leonard Bernstein at the Tanglewood Music Festival. He has worked together with David Zinman as Conducting Affiliate of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, as Associate Conductor to Neeme Järvi at the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, and with Kurt Masur at the New York Philharmonic and Pierre Boulez at The Cleveland Orchestra.
Internationally recognised as one of today’s most acclaimed and admired pianists, Yefim Bronfman stands among a handful of artists regularly sought by festivals, orchestras, conductors and recital series. His commanding technique, power and exceptional lyrical gifts are consistently acknowledged by the press and audiences alike.

In recognition of a relationship of more than 30 years, Bronfman joined the Israel Philharmonic conducted by Zubin Mehta for concerts during the orchestra’s US tour in the fall including Carnegie Hall, followed by concerts in Munich, London and Vienna with the Bayerischer Rundfunk Orchestra and Mariss Jansons, another frequent partnership and collaborator. In addition to returns to the orchestras of New York, Cleveland, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington, Indianapolis and Toronto, he will tour with the Vienna Philharmonic and Andrés Orozco-Estrada in a special programme celebrating his 60th birthday in the spring. In Europe he can also be heard in Berlin with the Philharmonic as well as in recital; Italy, France, Belgium, Germany and London also in recital; and on tour with the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra conducted by Andris Nelsons. A tour in Asia with the London Symphony Orchestra and Gianandrea Noseda brings the season to a close in June.

He has also given numerous solo recitals in the leading halls of North America, Europe and the Far East, including acclaimed debuts at Carnegie Hall in 1989 and Avery Fisher Hall in 1993. In 1991 he gave a series of joint recitals with Isaac Stern in Russia, marking Bronfman’s first public performances there since his emigration to Israel at age 15. That same year he was awarded the prestigious Avery Fisher Prize, one of the highest honors given to American instrumentalists. In 2010 he was honoured as the recipient of the Jean Gimbel Lane prize in piano performance from Northwestern University.

We believe in building a sustainable future with the community – wherever we operate. In more than 30 countries, we reach out and give back through lending a hand to the needy and under-privileged, promoting education, caring for the environment as well as cultivating appreciation of the arts.

We make it a part of our business to lay the foundation for a brighter future, one upon which successive generations will thrive.
**HANDCRAFTED CHRISTMAS TAKEAWAYS AT CONRAD CENTENNIAL SINGAPORE**

27 NOVEMBER TO 25 DECEMBER

Have a Conrad Christmas at home or in the office with lavish handcrafted takeaways. Be spoilt for choice from the selection of luxurious Logcakes and a medley of baked goodies. Indulge in Christmas roasts such as Whole Roast Turkey, Honey and Pineapple Glazed Boneless Smoked Ham, Roast London Duck or Slow-Cooked New Zealand Ribeye.

Enjoy special early-bird 20% discount till 3 December 2017.
For orders, visit www.connoisseur.sg/christmas-takeaways.

CONRAD
CENTENNIAL
SINGAPORE

Two Temasek Boulevard Singapore 038982 | Phone +65 6334 8888 | ConradSingapore.com
SSO MUSICIANS

LAN SHUI
Music Director

JOSHUA TAN
Associate Conductor

JASON LAI
Associate Conductor

ANDREW LITTON
Principal Guest Conductor

CHOO HOEY
Conductor Emeritus

EUDENICE PALARUAN
Choral Director

FIRST VIOLIN
Igor Yuzefovich°
Concertmaster, The GK Goh Chair
Lynnette Seah Co-Concertmaster
Kong Zhao Hui* Associate Concertmaster
Chan Yoong-Han Fixed Chair
Cao Can*
Chen Da Wei
Duan Yu Ling
Foo Say Ming
Gu Wen Li
Jin Li
Cindy Lee
Lim Shue Churn^*
Sui Jing Jing
Karen Tan
William Tan
Wei Zhe

SECOND VIOLIN
Midori Sugiyama^ Principal
Michael Loh Associate Principal
Hai-Won Kwok Fixed Chair
Nikolai Koval*
Chikako Sasaki*
Margit Saur
Shao Tao Tao
Lillian Wang
Wu Man Yun*
Xu Jue Yi*
Ye Lin*
Yeo Teow Meng
Yin Shu Zhan*
Zhang Si Jing*

VIOLA
Zhang Manchin Principal
Guan Qi Associate Principal
Gu Bing Jie* Fixed Chair
Marietta Ku
Born Lau^*
Luo Biao
Shui Bing
Tan Wee-Hsin
Janice Tsai
Wei Jun-Ting^*
Yang Shi Li
Yeo Jan Wei^*

CELLO
Ng Pei-Sian Principal
Yu Jing Associate Principal
Guo Hao Fixed Chair
Chan Wei Shing
Ding Xiao Feng^*
Song Woon Teng
Wang Yan
Wang Zihao*
Peter Wilson
Wu Dai Dai
Zhao Yu Er

DOUBLE BASS
Guennadi Mouzyka Principal
Yang Zheng Yi Associate Principal
Karen Yeo Fixed Chair
Olga Alexandrova
Ma Li Ming^*
Jacek Mirucki
Wang Xu

FLUTE
Jin Ta Principal
Evgeni Brokmiller Associate Principal
Roberto Alvarez
Miao Shanshan
PICCOLO
Roberto Alvarez Assistant Principal

OBOE
Rachel Walker Principal
Pan Yun Associate Principal
Carolyn Hollier
Elaine Yeo

COR ANGLAIS
Elaine Yeo Associate Principal

CLARINET
Ma Yue Principal
Li Xin Associate Principal
Liu Yoko
Tang Xiao Ping

BASS CLARINET
Tang Xiao Ping Assistant Principal

BASSOON
Liu Chang Associate Principal
Denis Plangger
Christoph Wichert
Zhao Ying Xue

CONTRA BASSOON
Zhao Ying Xue Assistant Principal

HORN
Han Chang Chou Principal
Gao Jian Associate Principal
Jamie Hersch Associate Principal
Marc-Antoine Robillard Associate Principal
Kartik Alan Jairamin

TRUMPET
Jon Paul Dante Principal
David Smith Associate Principal
Lau Wen Rong
Sergey Tyuteykin

TROMBONE
Allen Meek Principal
Damian Patti Associate Principal
Samuel Armstrong

BASS TROMBONE
Wang Wei Assistant Principal

TUBA
Hidehiro Fujita Principal

TIMPANI
Christian Schiøler Principal
Jonathan Fox Associate Principal

PERCUSSION
Jonathan Fox Principal
Mark Suter Associate Principal
Lim Meng Keh
Wang Shan
Zhu Zheng Yi

HARP
Gulnara Mashurova Principal

* With deep appreciation to the Rin Collection for their generous loan of string instruments.
* Igor Yuzefovich plays an instrument generously loaned by Mr & Mrs G K Goh
^ Musician on temporary contract
Musicians listed alphabetically by family name rotate their seats on a per programme basis.
SIM has been an advocate of lifelong learning, long before they became buzzwords. For more than 50 years, we have been helping individuals and companies realise their full potential through skills and knowledge upgrading.

Whether you are a young student, aspiring entrepreneur, mid-career or C-suite executive looking for continual learning and growth, you will find something relevant to your needs from our wide range of education pathways, training courses and services.

As the leading provider of private education and training in Singapore, we remain committed to helping you succeed.

Discover the sound of your success with SIM.

www.sim.edu.sg
Supporting the Local Arts and Cultural Scene
Partner of SSO since 1978

NSL is a long-standing sponsor for Singapore Symphony Orchestra (SSO). We have been instrumental in helping the Orchestra reach out to the community-at-large as SSO brings music to the world.

A leading industrial group in the Asia Pacific with businesses in Precast & Prefabricated Bathroom Unit and Environmental Services, NSL believes that while achieving business goals is important, its actions need to also create a positive impact on the community, environment and all stakeholders.

NSL LTD
77 Robinson Road #27-00 Robinson 77 Singapore 068896
Tel: 6536 1000 I Fax: 6536 1008 I www.nsl.com.sg
**MUSICIAN CHAIRS**

IGOR YUZEFOVICH  
Concertmaster  
The GK Goh Chair

The GK Goh Chair is endowed by the Family and Friends of Mr Goh Geok Khim

GUO HAO  
Fixed Chair Cello

The Fixed Chair Cello is supported by

Keppel Corporation

**CORPORATE SEATS**

The Singapore Symphony Orchestra appreciates the support of companies in our Corporate Seats scheme. The scheme supports the Orchestra through regular attendance of subscription concerts.

*$20,000 and above*  
Petrochemical Corporation of Singapore (Pte) Ltd

*Up to $10,000*  
Hong Leong Foundation  
Nomura Asset Management Singapore Ltd  
Prima Limited  
Santa Lucia Asset Management  
Stephen Riady Group of Foundations

This list is for donations from 1 Oct 2016 to 1 Oct 2017.

The Singapore Symphony Orchestra is a charity and not-for-profit organisation.  
Find out how you can support us at www.sso.org.sg. Call or email us at 6602 4238 or peggykek@sso.org.sg.
PLEASE SUPPORT US

ANNUAL APPEAL 2017

We are so glad you’ve made it to today’s concert.

You are a part of the growing community of music lovers that the SSO performs for, week after week.

The SSO presents over 130 concerts a year, including more than 50 free public performances.

And because we have kept prices affordable, ticket sales cover less than 5% of our costs.

As you can see, we have our hands full and we need all the help we can get.

HOW YOUR GIFT HELPS

$100 can help subsidise a disadvantaged child’s concert ticket
$1,000 can help fund a student’s music masterclass
$10,000 can help replace a musician’s old instrument

Visit www.sso.org.sg/donate *
Call Nikki at 6602 4238, or email peggykek@sso.org.sg

From all of us at the SSO, thank you for your generous support.

* For tax-payers in Singapore, your donation will receive 250% tax deduction.
To receive your tax deduction receipt for Year 2017, please submit your donations to us by 31 December 2017.
UPCOMING CONCERTS

7 DECEMBER 2017
Thu | 7.30pm
Esplanade Concert Hall

SUBSCRIPTION CONCERT

FINLAND 100
YOUR DAY IS DAWNING

SIBELIUS *Finlandia*, Op. 26
JAAKKO KUUSISTO Violin Concerto, Op. 28
SIBELIUS Symphony No. 5 in E-flat major, Op. 82

Okko Kamu, conductor
Elina Vähälä, violin

PRE-CONCERT TALK 6.30pm | library@esplanade
15 & 16 DECEMBER 2017
Fri & Sat | 7.30pm
Victoria Concert Hall

SSO CHRISTMAS CONCERT
THE MOST WONDERFUL TIME OF THE YEAR

Highlights:

TCHAIKOVSKY
JOHN RUTTER
HANDEL
VARIOUS (arr. John Higgins)
ALAN SILVESTRI & GLEN BALLARD (arr. William Ross)

The Nutcracker Suite No. 1, Op. 71a
Colours of Christmas
“Hallelujah” from Messiah
Christmas on Broadway
God Bless Us Everyone
(from Disney’s A Christmas Carol)

Joshua Tan, conductor
Singapore Symphony Chorus
Singapore Symphony Youth Choir
Singapore Symphony Children’s Choir

17 DECEMBER 2017
Sun | 4pm
A STANDING OVATION
TO OUR DONORS AND SPONSORS

PATRON SPONSOR

Tote Board Group
(Tote Board, Singapore Pools & Singapore Turf Club)

$900,000 AND ABOVE
Temasek Foundation Nurtures CLG Ltd

$100,000 AND ABOVE
Christopher Ho & Rosy Ho
Interchem Pte Ltd
Anonymous

$50,000 AND ABOVE
John Swire & Sons (S.E. Asia) Pte Ltd
Singapore Press Holdings Limited
Joseph Grimberg
Kingsmen Exhibits Pte Ltd
Lee Foundation, Singapore
Mr & Mrs Goh Yew Lin
GK Goh Holdings Limited
NSL Ltd
Aquilus Pte Ltd
Anonymous
$20,000 AND ABOVE
Saga Tree Capital Advisors Pte Ltd
Singapore Institute of Management
Keppel Care Foundation
Stephen Riady Group of Foundations
Kris Foundation
Far East Organization
Mr and Mrs Goh Geok Khim
Geoffrey Wong & Ai Ai Wong
United Overseas Bank Limited
UPP Holdings Limited
Eugene Lai Chin Look
Clarinda Tjia-Dharmadi-Martin

$10,000 AND ABOVE
Dr and Mrs Thomas Zuellig
Foundation Prince Albert II of Monaco
Allen & Gledhill LLP
Santa Lucia Asset Management Pte Ltd
S R Nathan
Lim and Tan Securities Pte Ltd
ABRSM
At-Sunrice GlobalChef Academy Pte Ltd
BinjaiTree
Boardroom Limited
DBS Bank Limited
Hi-P International Limited
Hong Leong Foundation
LGT Bank (Singapore) Ltd
Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd
Nomura Asset Management Singapore Ltd
OSIM International Limited
Prima Limited
PSA International Private Limited
Resorts World at Sentosa Pte Ltd
Van Cleef and Arpels
Tan Kong Piat (Pte) Limited
Choo Chiau Beng

$5,000 AND ABOVE
Juliana and Clemente Benelli
Prof Arnoud De Meyer
Ms Manju Vangal and Mr Arudra Vangal
Sharon Chandran
Mr and Mrs Tan Vern Han
AIA Singapore Private Limited
ComfortDelgro Corporation Limited
CV Shipping Pte Ltd
F & N Foods Pte Ltd
Fullerton Fund Management Company Ltd
Loke Cheng Kim Foundation
Devika and Sanjiv Misra
Anonymous

Electrolux S.E.A. Pte Ltd
Grace Fu Hai Yien
Chng Hak-Peng
Anonymous
Ross & Florence Jennings
Prof and Mrs Lim Seh Chun
Mr and Mrs W K Leong
Ms Tan Sook Yee
Mr & Dr Peter Sheren
Odile & Douglas Benjamin
Dr Gralf Sieghold
Anonymous
$1,000 AND ABOVE

Thorsten Walther
Christian Rothenbuehler
Johanes Oeni
Schröder Investment Management (Singapore) Ltd
Dr Tan Chin Nam
Anonymous
Julie Kan
Lim Eng Neo
Ronald and Janet Stride
Chartered Asset Management Private Limited
Prive Clinic Pte Ltd
Xeitgeist Entertainment Group Pte Ltd
Daniel Harel and Laurence Harel
Eric Wong
Guy J P Hentsch
Ivy Teh
Julian and Sandra Chang
Ng Keng Hooi
Tan Khai Hee
Kris Wiluan
Lawrence Basapa
Anonymous
Marie Elaine Teo
Leow Oon Geok
Patrick Chong
Chong Siak Ching
Ho Soo Foo
Leong Yoke Chun
Cynthia Chee Bin Eng
Andreas Ruschkowski
Timothy Pitrelli
Eugene Lee
See Tho Kai Yin
Electronics & Engineering Pte Ltd
Kim Woon Soo
Shih Chih-Lung
Coutte Didier
D’Isidoro Eddy
Chong Mi-Li Pamela
Gael Bomblian
Cambridge Therapeutics Pte Ltd
Jean Yip Salon Pte Ltd
JW Central Pte Ltd
Robert Khan & Co Private Limited
Sara Taseer Fine Jewellery Pte Ltd
Dr Ho Ching Lin (SNEC)
Wilmar International Limited
Gan Chee Yen
Connie Chaired
Fong Ei Lie
Gajardo Eugenia
Carmichael Heather
Lin John Hsu
Lai Kenneth Mark
Wong Kevin
Ong Lee Fong

Lau Leok Yee
Lau Kheng Tiong
Yeo Ning Hong
Somalingam Radakrishnan
Richard Low
Robin Ian Rawlings
Richard Smith
Bernhard Steiner
Sheila Patel
Ho Soh Choon
Lee Suan Yew
Lim Swee Lin
Wong Yik Mun
Low Nguok Kwong
Todd On
Lian Tan Poh
Jerry Gwee
Xiao Ye Tian
Tan Wee Kheng Kenneth
Michael
Tan Kok Huan
Anonymous
Ng Yong Ngee
Pauline Ang Hooi Yeong
Alvin Liew
André Klein
Andre Maniam
Arudra Vangal
Azima Moiz
Aznan Abu Bakar
Bernard Jean Sabrier
Bettina Lieske
Bo Sun
Low Boon Hon
Tan Boon Ngee
Brian Holt Gambrill
Charles Robertson
Khor Cheng Kian
David Neo Chin Wee
Goh Chiu Gak
Christopher John Fussner
Daniel Tando
David Harris Zemans
Derek Quah
Donny Low
Teo Ee Peng
Low Fatt Kin
Gillian Metzger
Vincent Lam Ho Ming
Lim Hong Eng Janet
Chai Huei Chuen
Hunter Nield
Jeremy Snoad
John & Eliza Bittleston
Jonathan Reiter
Joseph Mocanu
Joyce Tan
Kanti Bajpai
Anonymous
Leong Keng Hong
Jennie Chua Kheng Yeng
Lai Kim Peng Mitchell
Tan Kok Kiong
Eunice Mah Li Lien
Adelina Mah Li Ting
Wong Liang Keen
Liilan Khoo
Liwen Holmes
Marcie Ann Ball
Margaret Chew Sing Seng
Mark Edward Hansen
Matthew Latham
Matthew G Johnson
Maureen Derouj
Ivan Tan Meng Cheng
Michel Blanc
Michelle Loh
Giles Tan Ming Yee
Naoyoshi Nick Shimoda
Kwee Nee Chia Irene
Mr & Mrs Neil Tottom
Wu Peichan Valerie
Peter White
Cees & Raife Armstrong
Richard Logan
Ridzuan Farouk
Robert Tan
Rolf Gerber
Satoru Yano
Jeffrey Loke Sin Hun
Siong Ted Lee
Susanna Ho Choon Mei
Takashi Kousaka
Shang Thong Kai and
Tiffany Choong
Vanessa Yeo
Chan Wai Leong
Warren Fernandez
Cheng Wei
Mr & Mrs Willem Mark Nabarro
William H Hernstadt
Xia Li
Victor Loo
Belinda Koh Yuh Ling
Bao Zhiming
Annie Yeo
Arend Schumacher
Benjamin Ma
Enhao Reuben Ong
Chin Evelyn Rachel
Irina Francken
John S Davison
Kathleen Moroney
Madeleine Lee
Stuart Liventals
Goh Sze Wei

This list is for donations from 1 Oct 2016 to 30 Sep 2017.
WELCOME ABOARD THE SINGAPORE AIRLINES A350
YOUR ULTIMATE A350 EXPERIENCE

It’s more than the delectable meals and wines from the very best vineyards. The relaxing environment in the world’s newest aircraft. And the same award-winning service you love. Bringing them all together to create your ultimate A350 experience. It’s just one of the lengths we go to.
Some composers just seem to have it all – talent, precocity, wealth, fame, popularity, flair, wit and fecundity. Such a man was Rossini. Just consider: within one year, he saw the premieres of five of his operas – FIVE! – in various important Italian theaters, including La Scala. The year was 1812 and Rossini was all of 20 years old! But this was not so unusual; he often turned out three and even four operas a year, to a total of 38 (39, counting a piece of juvenilia) by the time he was not even 40 years old. Rossini was renowned on two continents by the time he was 21, and when he drew the curtains on his operatic career in 1828, he held the distinction of being the world’s most celebrated composer (Beethoven having died two years earlier).

Rossini’s rich legacy of music is found today equally on the operatic stage and in the concert hall. Although only a handful of his operas are performed with any regularity (but what regularity!), at least a dozen overtures are staples of the orchestral repertory, including The Thieving Magpie (La gazza ladra). Tribute to Rossini’s genius and popular appeal also continues on a regular basis today through the use of his music in numerous radio and television commercials, films and cartoons, probably to a degree unmatched by any other composer.

So renowned is Rossini for his vocal pyrotechnics and memorable melodies that it is all too easy to overlook his skill at orchestration. The brilliant overture that opens tonight’s concert provides an excellent example of this. The Thieving Magpie incorporates most of the hallmarks of his orchestral style – lightly tripping themes for violins, virtuosic passages for unison trombones, a theme for the woodwinds including the piccolo in its highest register, and horn quartet writing all wrapped into a sonata-allegro form without development section. Of course there are also several of those famous Rossini crescendos – the long, slow build-up of volume, number of instruments and tension, the equivalent of a musical juggernaut. Unique to this overture, however, is the maestoso marziale introduction, which opens with the unprecedented use of two snare drums stereophonically placed on opposite sides of the stage. This in itself assured the audience’s rapt attention right from the start at the opera’s premiere performance on 31 May 1817 at La Scala. If we are to believe Rossini’s biographer Stendhal, “it was one of the most glittering, the most single-minded triumphs I have ever witnessed.”
It is the nature of many concertgoers today to test the waters of new music hesitantly and carefully. Imagine then, the circumstances under which Beethoven’s Fourth Piano Concerto was given its first public performance — as one of seven(!) works all heard by the Viennese for the first time, all by the same composer, and four of them of major dimensions. This four-hour marathon concert took place on 22 December 1808 in Vienna’s Theater an der Wien. It was a freezing cold evening, which meant conditions inside the unheated hall were uncomfortable, to say the least. In addition, Beethoven’s music was generally considered to be advanced and difficult both to play and to understand. An equivalent concert today might see four hours of nothing but premieres by Stockhausen, Lutoslawski or Corigliano — a daunting prospect for most concertgoers.

Considering the cluttered context in which the Fourth Concerto was first heard, it is perhaps not so surprising that it failed to leave a vivid impression. It is music of a lyrical, intimate bent and with great subtlety of expression, especially in comparison with many of Beethoven’s previous works and to other works on that marathon concert of premieres. In fact, it was virtually forgotten until Mendelssohn revived it in 1836, nine years after the composer’s death.

There are many bold, innovative and radical touches to this concerto. The most famous and most obvious of these is the unprecedented solo introduction. Up to this time, a concerto had always opened with a long exposition for the orchestra alone (actually, there was one exception: Mozart had combined soloist and orchestra in the exposition of K.271), but here Beethoven gives the first five bars to the unaccompanied piano playing the first movement’s principal theme in a mood of quiet restraint. There is not even so much as a bold, grandiose flourish. The orchestra responds in a harmonically remote key (another surprise), and goes on to present and develop other themes. The soloist re-enters in a quasi-cadenza passage, and then joins the orchestra in a closely woven tapestry of themes, motifs and rhythmic patterns.

It is worth noting that the three-note rhythmic cell that runs like a motto through the entire movement has its direct parallel in the opening movement of the Fifth Symphony, which was composed concurrently with this concerto. An abundance of trills, arpeggios, scales and other virtuosic baggage can be found, but is so well integrated into the musical structure that one never perceives it as empty showmanship.

The slow second movement is, if anything, even more compelling and innovative than the first. In just a little over five minutes (one of the shortest slow movements of any well-known concerto) there unfolds one of the most striking musical dialogues ever written. Initially we hear two totally different musical expressions: the orchestra (strings only) in unison octaves — imperious, assertive, angry, loud, angular; and the solo piano fully harmonised — meek, quiet, legato.
Over the span of the movement the orchestra by stages relents and assumes more and more the character of the soloist. Tamed, seduced, won over, taught, assuaged and conquered are some of the terms used to give dramatic or literary interpretation to this remarkable musical phenomenon. Perhaps the most famous metaphor is the one long attributed to Franz Liszt (now credited to Adolph Bernard Marx), who saw in it Orpheus taming the wild beasts.

The rondo finale steals in quietly, without pause, bringing much-needed wit, charm and lightness after the tense, dark drama of the slow movement. Trumpets and timpani are heard for the first time in the work. Like the first movement, it is full of interesting touches, including a rhythmic motto and a sonorous solo passage for the divided viola section. A brilliantly spirited coda brings the concerto to its conclusion.
because
life
HAS ITS
twists & turns

Symphony
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ALWAYS A CLASSIC FOR YOUR INSPIRATION
BÉLA BARTÓK (1881-1945)

Piano Concerto No. 2 in G major

Bartók began work on the second of his three piano concertos in October of 1930 and completed it a year later. He was soloist in the first performance, which took place in Frankfurt on 23 January 1933 with Hans Rosbaud conducting the Frankfurt Radio Orchestra. The formal layout follows the “arch” structure Bartók favoured in many of his compositions. The fast, energetic outer movements share thematic material, while the second movement alone is an arch, with two slow, quiet passages framing a contrasting central Presto. Both outer sections of this movement alone are arches, with alternating passages of strings and piano. Orchestra and soloist share equally in presentation of the musical material, and in the prominence of the writing. György Kroó gives this highly descriptive evaluation of the work: “We are held by the colourful cavalcade of mood and style, the many kinds of tones and material, the variety of the pictures which succeed each other with surprising lightness and the brilliant artistry of expression and texture ...”

A rushing upward scale in the piano, a fanfare from the trumpet, and we’re off on a non-stop, riotously exuberant conversation between piano and orchestra. Much of the first movement is percussive, pounding, earthy, almost primitive in nature but always thrilling. One need not be a pianist to recognize the fiendish difficulty of the piano writing, which frequently involves extended successions of two-, three- and four-part chords for both hands played at a rapid clip. It is an endurance test as well, with the piano playing in all but 23 of the movement’s 307 bars. In the tradition of standard, 19th-century concertos, there is a cadenza near the end of the movement, after which the orchestra returns for the wild ride to the end.

Strings were silent in the first movement, so they come to the fore for the second movement. The opening passage divides the strings into seven parts, all played pianissimo, muted, and without vibrato. György Kroó describes it as “empty, glassy”. Then, as Kroó writes, “the piano attempts a dolce theme, but this scarcely emerges from the dark background and, as if frightened by the rumble of the timpani, stops immediately after the first plaintive question. Once again the cold, spectral, impenetrable sound-wall of the strings rises before us, but now it is as if even this were speaking in its own ghostly language.” Then follows the fascinating Presto section, a fantasy (Kroó calls it a “hallucination”) filled with quivering sounds of the night: twittering birds, buzzing insects, rustling foliage, grunting beasts, and mysterious rumbles.

The finale is positively barbaric in its release of primal energy. Here the full orchestra is finally used. In form it is a rondo (ABACADA), with the A passages unforgettable for their pounding timpani and syncopated piano writing. Material from the first movement is unmistakably carried over into the third. For the rush to the end, “in a jubilant, youthful tone,” writes Kroó, “the piece seems to run literally out of this world.”

Programme notes by Robert Markow
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